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ABSTRACT 

The U.S. Department of Energy - Headquaders 
(DOE-HQ) has issued a Record of Decision (ROD) 
which identified the plan to be followed in storing 
spent nuclear fuel belonging to the Deparhnent. As a 
result,the 7 ' -cladfuelsnowstoredattheOak 
Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) willbe shipped to 
the Savannah River Site (SRS). A number of 
activities had to be carried out in order to ready the 
fuel for shipping, including choosing a cask capable of 
transporting the fuel, ?!caging the h l ,  developing 
a transportation plan, dent@ing the appropriate 
routes, and carrying out a readiness self-assessment. 
Thea tasks have been successfully completed and am 
discussed herein. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is 
committed to the safe, efficient, and cost-effective 
transportation of all materials that support its various 
waste programs and activities. The Department 
strives to ensure that its radioactive materials, 
hauurlousrmbstan~,andhazardousandmixed 
wastes are handled and transported in compliauce with 
all applicable federal, state, t n i ,  and local rules and 
regulations. It does this thmugh the development of a 
transportation plan, the application of a rendiness 

the use of proper equipment. 
assessment, an analysis of the mutes to be used, and 

DOE Headquarten, (DOE-HQ) has issued a 
Recod of Decision (ROD) (60 FR 28680) on the 
DOE ProgrmnmatiC SNF (Spent N w h r  Fuel) 
M a n a g e m  E n v i r d  Impact Statenrent 
@0E/EIs-02O3-Fy April 1995) which selected the 
alternative of r e g i d  storage of SNF by cladding 
type. This ROD bas resulted in plans for DOE- 
owned, alllminum-clad SNF to be transferred to and 
stored at the Savannah River Site (SRS). Most of the 
other types of SNF willbe transportedto and stored at 
the ldaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). 

The Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) has 
been a center of nuclear research for over 50 years. 
Duringthistime,experimentshavebeencarriedout 
on a IIumber of fuel types, including those whose 
claQlingandintemalsiructurewem * * -based. 
The State of Tennessee has reviewed and commented 
on the ROD and has been supportive of ORNL's 
efforts in planning to ship the SNF covered by the 
ROD, thus removing from long-term storage the SNF 
no longer needed for research projects at ORNL. 

Recently, ORNL committed to packaging and 
shipping to the SRS for disposition pieces of 
aiumimunclad SNF whichhad beenused ina wide 
variety of research programs in the past and have 
been in storage since that time. The pieces in 
question contaimd both low-enriched a d  high- 
enriched fuel. The burnup of these piecea varied 
widely (some up to 75 %), and most have been in 
storage from 10 to 20 years; consequently their 
radiation levels have decreased significantly. Much of 

'Managed by Lockheed Martin Energy Research Corp. for the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract DE- 
ACO5-96OR22464. 
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this fuel is small  dimensionally and musf be packaged 
to allow it to be handled efficiently. However, some 
fuel plates exist that are as much as 80 c m  in length. 

In the planning stage, a number of activities were 
carried out in parallel. One of the first activities that 
needed to be carried out was to dete?rmne * if there was 
a shipping cask whose certificate permitted the 
shipment of this type of fuel and in the form in which 
it existed. A second activity was to get on the 
receiving schedule at the SRS. The thin-l was to 
determine what routes between Oak Ridge, 
Tennessee, and the SRS met federal routing 
requirements, and the fourth activity was to interact 
with state authorities who will be involved with the 
shipments. 

TI. THEBMI-1 CASK 

M e r  examining and comparing a number of 
Certificates of Compliance,’ it was apparent that the 
BMI-1 cask was best suited to transport off-site the 
ahmiaum-clad SNF from dry storage at ORNL. The 
cask is approved for the type of aIuminum-clad fuel 
that needs to be shipped, has adequate shielding, and 
has a cavity large enough to accept &e fuel pieces. In 
addition, the cask belongs to the DOE and is used 
primarily to ship Materials Test Reactor (MTR)-type 
fuel from research reactors located at a number of 
universities around the United States to the SRS, 
which has scheduled a time window during which to 
accept the p h e d  shipments. No operational 
problems are expected at SRS because the facility has 
had a great deal of experience in handlinp this cask in 
the past. 

Operationally, the cask is considered a good 
match for the shipping needs of this SNF from 
ORNL. However, during the planning period, the 
cask came up for its annual inspdon, which is 
required by its safety Analysis Report for the 
Puckaging (SARP). The cask cannot be used for off- 
site shipme& unless the inspection is carried out in a 
timely fashion according to the reqkmmts identitied 
in the SARP. This inspection was performed by 
ORNL while the cask was there for practice loading 
and readiness preparations. 

Et. REPACKAGING 

The fuel acceptance criteria from the SRS 
indicated that the fuel would have to be packaged for 
handling puposes. In addition, it beuune apparent 
that to transfer the fuel into and out of the cask, the 

fuel would also need to have certain handling 
characteristics which could be provided by canisters 
designed for the purpose. The canisters would have 
to be fabrcatedfrom aluminum and need to fit into a 

be placed in the cask cavity. 
specially designed BMI-l-, Which, in turn, would 

The fuel pieces destined for the SRS had been 
stored in s d  containers in dry storage at ORNL. 
Some of the cans had been stored for more than 20 
years, and the accuracy of the records that ident5ed 
their contents was unknown. It was necessary that the 
storage cans be transferred to a hot cell, opened, the 
contents examined and then packaged in the 
appropriate d t e r s  for shipping. Plans were for the 
fuel to be traosferred to a second facility where the 
canisters could be loaded into the BMI-1 cask for off- 
site shipment. 

Two levels of aluminum packaging were selected 
for use. The irmer cans are used to contain the pieces 
for hading in the cell. The small cans have a 
capacity of about 4OO cm’ and are equipped with a 
screw top. These cans could efficiently contain the 
s m a l l  fuel pieces and were easy to handle individuaIly 
in the hot cell; the filled cans could then be stacked in 
the aSumimm Cenister that was designed for loading 
the SNF out ofthe hot cell. This aluminum canister 
was sized to bit in the on-site carrier, in the BMI-1 
can, and m the planned storage location at the SRS. It 
was also designed with the appropriate lifting bail for 
underwater hading operations at the SRS. 

The al canisters are 12 cm in diameter, 
are 99 cm long, and are designed to be closed with a 
freeze plug. The freeze-plug closure was an attractive 
choice because the canister was not to be introduced 
into the cell, but to remain clean, outside, with the 
bottom of the canister butted up to the opening in the 
cell wall. In this condition, only the inside of the 
canister was exposed to the cell atmosphere. The 
bottom plug was placed into the cell and cooled with 
liquid nitrogen. Once the canister was loaded, the 
plug was removed from the coolant and placed into 
the bottom of the canister, where it expauded and 
sealed. This closure was tested and found to be gas- 
tight and capable of holding, a payload of over 450 
kg, far exceedkg the planned weight of SNF. 

IV. TRANSPORTATION PLAN 

For of fah  shipments of SNF, a Transportation 
Plan is prepared by the traffic manager in cooperation 
with the organization originating the shipment. This 
plan is sub- to DOE for its review and approval. 
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The plan identifies responsibilities, requirements, and 
procedures to ensure the successful movement of SNF 
from ORNL in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, to the SRS in 
Aiken, South C a r o h .  The plan rmmrmuizes 
transportation activities , organizational 
responsibilitk, and emergency preparedness 

shipped, the proposed routes to be taken, a description 
of the shipping cask to be used, the ComnrUnication 
plan, and a recovery plan in case of accidents. 

guidelines and discusses the s p i f i c  lna&als to be 

V. ROUTING 

The Transportation Routing Analysis Geographic 
Information System (TRAGIS)~ was used to examine 
routs for the transportation plan of ORNL aluminum- 
clad SNF to the SRS. TRAGIS was developed to 
provide DOE a user-friendly geographic ioformation 
system (GIs) for road, rail, and waterway routing 
analysis efforts. This work has been sponsored by the 
DOE Transportation Management Division (EM-76). 

The shipments of the BMI-1 cask from Oak 
Ridge to SRS must follow U.S. De- of 
Transportation (DOT) regulations for the shipment of 
radioactive materials. These regulations are qpecified 
in 49 CFR 397.101 and essentially state tbat highway- 
routecontrolled quantities (HRCQs) of radioactive 
material must use the quickest route on Merstate 
highways; Interstate beltways around mebropolitan 
areas, where such beltways exist; and state- 
designated preferred routes. F5ckup and delivery 
locations normally are not on Interstate highways; for 
these cases, the shortest route to and from the nearest 
Interstate should be used. TRAGIS includes the 
capability to calculate such routes and to identify the 
expected time to travel each route. An&r feature of 
TRAGIS is its capability to calculate alternative 
routes. In many instances, an alterative mute may 
exist that does not involve a significant increase in 
both mileage and driving time. For the shipment of 
the aluminum4ad fuel to the SRS, two mutes were 
determined to be feasible. The two routes wil l  be 
discussed as Route A and Route B. 

Route A is 362 d e s  long and has a travel time 
of neatly 7 h. This route proceeds from ORNL to I- 
40, heads east and uses the 1-640 bypass around 
Knoxville, and then continues on 1-40 in20 North 
Carolina. Near Asheville, the route chaoges to 1-26 
and proceeds into South Carolina. Near Columbia, 
the route changes to 1-20 and continua southwestward 
to State Route 19 to access SRS. 

Route B is 390 miles long and has a travel time of 
7 h. The route proceeds from ORNL to access 1-75 

used around the northeastern portion of the Atlanta 
area and then the rollte follows 1-20 through Georgia 
and into South C h .  State Route 19 is used from 

and t h a  follows 1-75 to the Atlanta area. 1-285 is 

1-20 to SRS. 

Both routes am very similar, but Route A is 28 
miles shorter and d take approximately 10 min 
less to drive. Becanse Route A presents several 
potential problems, Route B is the preferred route. 
Potential problems dong Route A involve transport 
through a mo Untainoas area of North Carolina, 
including tunuels. This portion of 1-40 is currently 
undergoing numerous road maintenance projects 
which coulcl result inmajor traffic delays. Because of 
this road work, the State of North Carolina has 
requested that the BMI-1 shipments use a different 
route. Route B wili be used for the shipments. An 
exception will t ab  place if shipments are to be made 
during the Olympic Games being held in Atlanta in 
July 1996. An agreement has been reached with the 
affected States that if the shipping OCCUTS during the 
Olympic Games, Raute A will be used in lieu of 
Route B. 

VI. READINESS SELF-ASSESSMENT 

Because of the complexity of preparing for these 
SNF shipments, ORNL decided to carry out a 
readiness self-assessment and create a team to identify 
and review the activities that needed to be addressed. 
These activities incbsded bringing the SNF to the hot 
cell from its storage location, inspecting and 
padaging it, trans- it to another facility for 
loading into the BM-1 shipping cask, and shipping it 
out of the Laboratoq. The team was made up of staff 
members from several Merent organizations. The 
organizations responsible for each activity identified 
the proposed criteria to demonstrate readmess for 
each phase of the activity, and the assessment team 
reviewed the criteria. Each responsible organization 
then documented that its facilities, equipment, 
personnel, training, and documentation were ready, 
and the team verifisd that readiness. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper i d d e s  the actions that have been 
carried out in anticipation of shipping radioactive SNF 
currently stored at ORNL to the SRS in a safe and 
uneventful manner. These shipments will be carried 
out in accordance with all U. S . Nuclear Regulatory 



Commission, DOE, U.S. Department of 
Transportation, and state regulations for the shipment 
of SNF. 
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